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INVESTIGATION ON THE USE OF A FREELY ROTATING ROTOR AT
THE COWL FACE OF A SUPERSONIC CONICAL INLET TO
REDUCE INLET FLOW DISTORTION
By Theodore J. Goldberg and Emanuel Boxer
SUMMARY
An investigation has been made on the use of a freely rotating rotor
at the cowl face of a supersonic conical diffuser to determine its effec-
tiveness in reducing inlet flow distortion and the penalty in terms of
total-pressure loss imposed by such a device when distortions are negli-
gible. Tests were made with a rotor having an inlet tip diameter of
2.18 inches and a ratio of hub radius to tip radius of 0.52, in conjunc-
tion with a conical inlet having a 25 ° semivertex cone angle, at a Mach
number of 2.1 over an angle-of-attack range of 0° to 8° .
A simplified analysis showing that a supersonic, freely rotating
rotor with maximum solidity for noninterference between blades will
operate in an undistorted flow with a total-pressure defect of i percent
or less was experimentally verified. Overall total-pressure distortions
of 0.i to 0.4 and Mach number distortions of 0.4 to 1.4, obtained at 4°
to 8° angle of attack, were reduced about 30 percent and 23 percent,
respectively, because of the presence of the rotor_ with no measurable
total-pressure loss. The rotor increased the peak total-pressure recov-
ery at the simulated combustion chamber 112 and 3--21percent at 6° and 8°
angles of attack, respectively. This increase is attributed to lower
diffusion duct losses as a consequence of a more uniform flow created
by the rotor.
INTRODUCTION
In performing its role as a component of the overall powerplant
installation, one of the requirements of the air-intake system is to
2deliver the flow with uniform total pressure or velocity at the compres-
sor inlet. The presence of airflow distortion at the discharge of the
air-intake system has impaired to someext_nt the performance of many
current subsonic and transonic airplanes.
The causes of flow distortion, a condition which is characterized
by total-pressure variations and, consequently, nonuniform velocity pro-
files either radially, circumferentially, or a combination of the two,
are somewhat dependent upon flight speed. At subsonic flight speeds,
air generally enters the inlet with little distortion. Such distortions
as manifest themselves at the diffuser dis]harge therefore arise from
local boundary-layer growth and separation near the duct walls. At super-
sonic flight speeds, the problem is further complicated by the existence
of added distortions near the inlet throat. These distortions are caused
primarily by nonuniform supersonic compression which may occur because
of interaction between the inlet terminal shock and the compression-
surface boundary layer, by operation at subcrltical mass flow with sub-
sequent entrance of a vortex sheet into the inlet, or by operation at
angle of attack or yaw.
The detrimental effects of inlet flow distortions on thrust, alti-
tude operating limits, and acceleration potential of Jet engines have
been well documented in references 1 to 5. Because of the importance of
this problem, much effort is being devoted to correct or minimize the
effects of distortion. At present, attempts are being made to design
compressors to accepb and operate with a distorted inlet flow (refs. 6
and 7). This essentially is a long-range program primarily because of
the lead time necessary to produce a Jet engine. Methods to reduce dis-
tortion by such means as long mixing ducts, divergent-convergent portions
of the diffuser, vortex generators, installation of screens, and the use
of freely rotating wheels have been investigated and reported in refer-
ences 8 to 15. These devices operate on the flow at low Mach number
after nearly complete diffusion where the listortion is well formed.
The present paper proposes the use of a freely rotating rotor at
the cowl face of an axisymmetric supersoni_ spike diffuser to reduce the
flow distortion originating ahead of the sJbsonic diffuser. The manner
in which a freely rotating blade row acts to reduce velocity distortion
has been described in reference ii in whic_ it was noted that in regions
of high velocity (generally higher stagnation pressure) the blades act
as a turbine extracting energy and transfer this energy by compressor
action to regions of low velocity with no net work except for that
required to overcome bearing friction. Because of the geometry con-
cerned, the use of the rotor is restricted to conical-type inlets.
An investigation was made to determine the capability of a freely
rotating blade row at the cowl face of a supersonic conical diffuser to
reduce inlet distortion and to determine the penalty imposed by such a
device when distortions are not present. An analysis using simplified
criteria based largely upon one-dimensional momentumcalculations and
two-dlmensional linearized airfoil theory was madeto determine the
total-pressure loss in undistorted flow. Tests were madein which a
2.18-1nch-diameter freely rotating rotor was used in conjunction with a
single-cone diffuser at a Mach number of 2.1 for an angle-of-attack range
of 0° to 8° . Total pressures were measured 7 inches behind the cowl lip
and at the simulated combustion chamber to determine the distortion and
pressure recovery with and without the rotor.
SYMBOLS
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CF
Cf
CL
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M
flow area, ft2
velocity of sound, fps
total drag coefficient
profile drag coefficient
axial-force coefficient,
Fa
7PlA
friction coefficient
lift coefficient
chord, ft
drag per blade, lb
force, lb
blade spacing, 2_r/n, ft
lift per blade, lb
Mach number
Mach number distortion defined as ratio of difference
between maximum and minimum values of Mach number to
arithmetical average value of Mach number as measured
by rakes at station 3
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Pt
R
r
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r c
T
t
V
X
x
c_
7
E
number of blades
pressure, ib/ft 2
total-pressure distortion defined as ratio of difference
between maximum and minimum values of total pressure to
arithmetical average value of total pressure as measured
(Pt,3)max- (Ptj3)min
by rakes at station 3,
Pt,3) av
gas constant, ft2/sec2-°R
radius, ft
center-body radius, in.
cowling radius, in.
temperature, OR
thickness, ft
velocity, fps
axial distance from cowl lip, in.
axial distance from center-body tip, in.
angle of attack, deg
air inlet angle, deg
ratio of specific heats
shock-wave angle measured frcm upstream flow direction,
deg
angular coordinate of meridicnal plane, deg (measured from
top in a clockwise directicn looking downstream)
gas density, slugs/cu ft
solidity, ratio of blade chord to blade spacing
_m
Subscripts:
a
av
cr
max
rain
t
u
0
1
2
5
4
maximum solidity for noninterference between blades
blade setting angle, deg
axial component parallel to axis of rotation
arithmetical average
critical
maximum
minimum
stagnation condit ions
tangential component
settling chamber
rotor inlet
rotor exit
measuring station downstream of rotor
measuring station at simulated combustion chamber
ANALYSIS OF FREELY ROTATING ROTOR IN UNDISTORTED FLOW
The usefulness of any device to reduce distortion is dependent upon
the penalty imposed in terms of total-pressure loss across such a device
when distortions are negligible or nonexistent as well as its ability to
reduce distortion. No matter how successful the device may be for
reducing distortion, its use cannot be tolerated if the pressure drop
is excessive since a 1-percent total-pressure loss results in a reduc-
tion in thrust of as much as 1½ percent for a turbojet engine (ref. 14).
The supersonic freely rotating wheel is one device whose pressure loss
in an undistorted stream is amenable to analytic computation.
In order to develop the equations necessary to predict the perform-
ance of a freely rotating wheel operating with supersonic axial velocity,
it will be assumed that the wheel is operating in a straight annular
duct having purely axial flow with constant total pressure and tempera-
ture. For the uniform inflow conditions a:_sumed,the rotor blades gen-
erate a negative lift force of such magnitltde that its tangential com-
ponent is equal and opposite to tangential componentof the drag (fig. 1),
so that the net force on the freely rotating rotor is in the downstream
axial direction.
M2I
where
Downstream flow conditions.- The downstream flow conditions as a
function of the axial blade force can be computed based upon a one-
dimensional analysis involving the solution of the equations of state,
conservation of mass, momentum, and energy° With given inflow condi-
tions, all rotor exit conditions are calcu_Lable if any two exit parame-
ters can be determined. In the present case, the exit Mach number and
stagnation-pressure recovery are the primary dependent variables from
which the remaining parameters may be easily found from tables such as
those given in reference 15. The solution is given in appendix A and
the resulting equations for exit Mach number and stagnation-pressure
recovery are
1 1 72 72 - 1
7 - 1 _(7 - 1)(B - l) - B --B (i)
B
i _ CF)2MI + y
MI 2 (MI2 y
with the axial-force coefficient
flow and
CF posi-_ive in the direction of air
y+l
Pt,2 _ M1/7_-_M21- 2 + _i 2M22'i(Y-1)
pt,1 l
(2)
The variations of exit Mach number and stagnation-pressure recovery
as a function of axlal-force coefficient f.)r the supersonic range of
inlet Mach numbers are presented in flgure_ 2 and 3. In general, there
are two values of exit Mach number for any given inlet Mach number; one
is supersonic, the other, subsonic. When 5he axial-force coefficient is
zero, that is, there is no rotor, the equ_%ions for Mach number and pres-
sure recovery reduce identically to the Rmukine-Hngoniot expression for
a normal shock, with the lower branch of the curves in figures 2 and 3
representing the conditions behind a normal shock in a supersonic flow
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at a Mach number of M I. Similarly, with a rotor the upper branch of
each curve represents the retarding effect due to the blade force alone,
whereas the lower branch includes the effect of the downstream normal
shock. In the latter case, the pressure recovery is always less than,
and the exit Mach number is greater than, that due to the normal shock
in a duct without the rotor. For any given axial-force coefficient,
there is a minimum inlet Mach number below which no real solution exists.
This minimum occurs when the exit Mach number is 1.0.
Axial-force coefficient.- The one-dimensional momentum concept can-
not disclose the detailed flow pattern which generates the forces on the
blade. For example, for a given axial-force coefficient, the position
of the normal shock either upstream or downstream of the rotor is imma-
terial according to the previous analysis. However, the axial blade
force can intuitively be said to be a function of mode of operation.
As yet, a theory to predict the performance of a transonic cascade is
nonexistent. For this reason, the normal shock will be assumed to be
located downstream of the rotor to permit calculation of the blade force
in an entirely supersonic stream.
The aerodynamic force reacting upon the blade may be calculated by
the linearized supersonic airfoil theory provided that interference
effects between blades in cascade are avoided. That is, the trailing
edge of any blade is upstream of the wave pattern generated by the adja-
cent blades. The necessary conditions to insure such operation are
investigated subsequently. For the present, it will be assumed that the
solidity is sufficiently low so that interference between blades does
not exist. The equations for the angle of attack at equilibrium oper-
ating speed and the axial-force coefficient are derived in appendix B
and are
c_ = cot G + c°t2_ - (2CF + CD, O) _\c_s _J - 1 (3)
where the positive value of the radical is used in order to obtain the
only physically stable operating value for a given cascade, and
CF=
 CoMa2 = (4)
2 cos3 2 sinS( -
Figure 4 shows the variation of angle of attack as a function of
air inlet angle, inlet axial Mach number, and thickness-chord ratio for
a diamond profile with an assumed flat-plate friction coefficient of
0.003. It can be seen that the angle of attack remains less than 1° for
inlet air angles up to 50 ° . The effect of the variation of thickness-chord
8ratio on angle of attack is much greater lhan that due to variation of
inlet axial Mach numbers.
Blade-settin$ an$1e and solidity.- Tie axial-force coefficient is
a function of cascade geometry and operating conditions as shown in
equation (4). Although the choice of blade-setting angle _ and solid-
ity a appears to be arbitrary, there are practical limitations in their
selection. The lower limit of blade-setting angle is dictated by struc-
tural considerations based upon desired maximum blade speed. For partic-
ular configurations, the choice of blade-setting angle may be determined
for maximum pressure recovery as shown subsequently. The stagnation-
pressure recovery varies inversely with sclidity so that it would appear
that low solidity is desirable from the standpoint of high pressure
recovery. On the other hand, it can be intuitively argued that high
solidity appears to be necessary for maximum flow-dlstortion elimination.
However, the analysis presented in reference 16 indicates that for con-
stant angle of attack, the lift coefficient remains unchanged with
increasing solidity until the leading-edge shock just hits the succeeding
blade. With a further increase in solidity, the lift coefficient decreases
and becomes zero when the reflecting shock hits the blade from which it
was generated. Increasing the solidity beyond this point causes the lift
coefficient to oscillate between zero and a successively decreasing maxi-
mum value. Therefore, it appears that the solidity desirable for opera-
tion in a distorted flow is the maximum sclidity for noninterference
between blades am which is given in reference 16 as
am = sin[_ - (e + e_)]
sin(e + Q) (5)
(Symbols have been changed to agree with those used in the present paper.
The shock-wave angle rather than the Math _ngle is used since finite-
thickness blades are considered herein.) Since the angle of attack for
equilibrium operating conditions has been shown to be very small (fig. 4),
for most cases _ can be neglected and equation (5) can be reduced to
am : sin(_ - 6) (Sa)
sin ¢
For the case of maximum solidity for noninterference between blades, an
illustrative example of the range of value3 of CF is shown in figure 5
for diamond profiles with an assumed value of Cf = 0.003. The stagnation-
pressure recovery for the same conditions is shown in figure 6. For the
range of inlet axial Math number and thick]ess-chord ratio investigated_
the total-pressure-recovery curves reach a maximum at air inlet angles
between 15 ° and 55 °. Therefore, an optlmu_n blade-setting angle for maxi-
mum recovery exists for any given condition] in undistorted flow. The
9fact that peak pressure recoveries occur at air inlet angles less than
35 ° for all cases considered is advantageous from the structural and
weight standpoint for the rotor since wheel speed varies directly with
air inlet angle. The total-pressure recovery at peak conditions is
approximately 99 percent.
A supersonic, freely rotating rotor with the maximum effective
solidity operating at the face of a conical inlet in an undistorted flow
will produce a total-pressure loss of i percent or less. The ability
of such a device to eliminate distortion must be subjected to an experi-
mental investigation.
EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION
Rotor Design
A straight annulus is probably the easiest method of obtaining the
completely uniform flow which is required in order to verify experimen-
tally the low losses of a freely rotating blade row predicted in the
foregoing analysis. This configuration would necessitate imposing arbi-
trary distortions in the flow in order to determine the effectiveness
of the freely rotating rotor in reducing distortion and the losses
incurred with the device operating in distorted flow. Since the use of
the proposed device is restricted to conical-type inlets because of the
geometry involved, it was felt that the use of a rotor in conjunction
with a conical inlet was the best method of determining the overall per-
formance of the device. The distortions produced when the inlet is
operating at 0o angle of attack would be negligible or small enough to
compare the penalty in measured total-pressure loss with that predicted
for undistorted flow; the realistic distortions produced when the inlet
is operating at other angles of attack would yield quantitative results
on the effectiveness of the device in reducing distortions.
The rotor was designed to operate in conjunction with an existing
cowl in an open jet at a Mach number of 2.1. A conical center body
having a 25 ° semivertex angle was chosen to match the cowl-lip angle
and to provide an axial Mach number above 1.3 at the rotor inlet so that
linearized airfoil theory would apply. A tip speed of 600 ft/sec based
upon rotor inlet diameter was arbitrarily selected for a stagnation tem-
perature of i00 ° F. These conditions determined the velocity diagrams
for the three design radial stations. The corresponding inlet flow
parameters are tabulated as follows:
lO
Station
Tip
Mean
Hub
r I
O.O9O8
.0695
.0476
Ma,1
1.55
1.44
1.34
22.3
18.3
13.6
M 1
1.67
1.52
1.38
The airfoil section chosen had a 5-percent thickness-chord ratio
and symmetrical flat sides with a 12 ° included wedge angle at the leading
and trailing edges. The solidity at the hub section was chosen equal to
the maximum solidity for noninterference between blades which was 0.55.
For structural rigidity and to simplify fabrication, the rotor was
constructed with three constant-chord blades. The resulting chord and
blade thicknesses were 0.65 and 0.032 inch, respectively.
To insure starting, the rotor was "dished out" as shown in figure 7
by an amount equal to the cross-sectional area of the blades and the
center-body shape was adjusted so that the flow area continuously
increased from the cowl lip to the simulated combustion chamber. Fairing
the center body between the conical nose and the afterbody increased the
blade span at the leading edge of the rotor. This resulted in a rotor
having an inlet tip diameter of 2.18 inches with a ratio of hub radius
to tip radius of 0.52 and an exit tip diameter of 2.43 inches with a
ratio of hub radius to tip radius of 0.66. A photograph of the rotor
appears in figure 8. In addition, fairing the center body also increased
the Mach number near the hub, but this effect was neglected in the design
of the rotor.
APPARATUS
Tests of a conical inlet having a 25 ° semivertex cone angle with
and without a freely rotating rotor were performed with low-humidity
air in a 9- by 9-inch blowdown Jet at a test Mach number of 2.1.
Except for the center body, the experimental model is the same one
described in reference 17. A schematic diagram of the test setup showing
the conical inlet without the rotor is reproduced in figure 9 and the
front portion showing the cowling and center body with the rotor is pre-
sented in figure 7. The same center body with interchangeable nose
pieces, one with the rotor and one without the rotor, was used. The
center body and plain nose piece were constructed with stainless-steel
cores and plastic shells forming the outer contours. The nose piece
incorporating the rotor was constructed frcm 17-4 PH stainless steel.
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The blades with integral shanks were push fitted into the nose piece and
locked in place by peening. The tip clearance under static conditions
was 0.016 inch. The cowling which is cowling A of reference 17 had a
12.4° internal and 17° external lip angle with a lip thickness of
0.003 inch. Ordinates for the cowling inner surface and center body are
given in table I. The center body was positioned so that at 0° angle of
attack the conical shock impinged on the cowl lip. A remote-controlled
plug valve, the position of which was indicated by meansof a Selsyn
indicator, permitted variations of the exit nozzle area during a test.
INSTRUMENTATION
The location of the pressure instrumentation can be seen in fig-
ures 7 and 9. Four static-pressure taps in the cowl spaced 1/2 inch
apart beginning 3/4 inch behind the cowl lip were used to determine the
approximate location of the normal shock. Six three-point total-pressure
rakes were equally spaced circumferentially 7 inches behind the cowl lip
at station 3. Six static-pressure taps were located in the cowl between
these rakes at the sameaxial station. A nine-point total-pressure rake
in conjunction with four static-pressure taps equally spaced circumferen-
tially in the inner and outer walls were used to obtain pressure distri-
butions in the simulated chamber(station 4). The rake which could be
rotated was held stationary in the vertical plane since calibration
tests indicated no measurable variation in total-pressure recovery as a
function of rake position. All pressures were recorded simultaneously
by photographing a mercury manometerboard.
The rotor speed was obtained by a commercial electronic counter
which measured the amplified input signal from an electromagnetic pickup
actuated by the rotation of the rotor shaft.
Visual observation of the inlet flow phenomenawas afforded by
meansof a conventional schlieren system.
TESTPROCEDURE
Tests were madewith and without the rotor at 0° and positive angles
of attack of 4° , 6° , and 8° . The flow was started with the plug valve
retracted sufficiently to allow the normal shock to movewell downstream
of the rotor position. For a given setting of the plug valve photographs
of the manometerboard, schlieren pictures of the inlet flow, and rota-
tional speed of the rotor were obtained. This procedure was repeated
as the plug valve was advanced in small increments until subcritical
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operation was noted by watching the inlet flow on a continuously illu-
minated schlieren screen as well as the static taps in the cowl over the
rotor. The five positions of the plug valve at which data were taken
were identical for each test. All tests were madeat a stagnation pres-
sure and temperature of 60 ib/sq in. and i00° F, respectively.
PRESENTATIONFDATA
Circumferential and radial distributions and distortions of total
pressure and Machnumberat station 3 are presented as a function of
pressure recovery at the simulated combustion chamberfor each angle of
attack. The Machnumberat each measuring position behind the rotor was
obtained by assuming a constant radial static pressure at each circum-
ferential rake location and using the average of the two cowl static
taps adjacent to each total-pressure rake. The average total-pressure
recovery is the ratio of the arithmetical-arerage total pressure at
station 3 or station 4 to the settling-chamoer stagnation pressure.
The distortions at station 3 are computed in several ways: the
overall distortion is the ratio of the difference between the maximum
and minimumof all values to the arithmetical average of all values_
the circumferential distortion is the ratio of the difference between
the maximumand minimumvalues for each radial position to the arithmet-
ical average value of all points in the annulus. In addition, an aver-
age circumferential distortion herein calle,_ an average for annulus, is
obtained by numerically averaging the circ_erential distortions at the
three radial stations. The radial distortion is the ratio of the differ-
ence between the maximumand minimumvalues for each circumferential
position to the arithmetical average value ,)f all points in the annulus.
RESULTSANDDISCUSS_N
Circumferential total-pressure distort.on.- The effect of the freely
rotating rotor on circumferential inlet total-pressure distortion is
presented in figures i0 and ii. The benefi-'_ obtained from the freely
rotating wheel in reducing inlet distortion is clearly indicated in
figure I0 which is a plot of the total-pres:_ure distortion with the rotor
as a function of the total-pressure distort_.onwithout the rotor at each
radial measuring position as well as the ave_rage for the annulus for all
angles of attack and back pressures at which tests were made. It can be
seen that for all cases, except for a few points at 0 ° angle of attack,
all points lie above the 45 ° line indicating a reduction in distortion
due to the presence of the rotor. Actually_ at 0° angle of attack, the
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rotor is expected to have very little, if any, effect on inlet distor-
tion because the level of distortion is low. Without the rotor, the
inlet total-pressure distortion increased from about O.1 to 0.3 as the
angle of attack was increased from 4° to 8° . At these angles of attack,
the freely rotating wheel decreased the distortion by approximately
30 percent.
The inlet circumferential total-pressure distortion is replotted
in figure ll as a function of angle of attack and average total-pressure
recovery at the simulated combustion chamber to present the distortion
on the basis of inlet operating conditions. These conditions of increasing
back pressure from minimum to maximum are labeled in alphabetical sequence.
In general, a greater reduction in circumferential distortion was produced
by the rotor at the lower back pressures, points A and B, than at the
inlet peak pressure recovery, points C and D. This reduction might be
expected since the original distortion level without the rotor decreased
with increasing back pressure.
Total-pressure recover_.- The circumferential distribution of total-
pressure recovery measured at station 3 as a function of angle of attack
and total-pressure recovery is shown in figure 12. The three operating
conditions presented are minimum back pressure, point A, back pressure
for peak inlet pressure recovery, points C or D, and maximum back pres-
sure, point E, as indicated in figure ll. For the sake of clarity the
ordinate scales are displaced for each operating condition. It is appar-
ent that the reduction in the distortion level is generally a result of
reducing the maximum and raising the minimum value of pressure recovery
at any radial station, which is in agreement with the principle of opera-
tion of a freely rotating rotor. At maximum back pressure for all angles
of attack, the measured pressure recovery in the presence of the rotor
is everywhere equal to or greater than that without the rotor_ however,
inlet buzz occurred at these points and therefore no importance should
be attached to these apparent gains in pressure recovery because opera-
tion at this condition is undesirable.
The average total-pressure recovery at station 3 with the rotor is
compared to that without the rotor in figure 13. For supercritical
operation where the normal shock is located between the rotor and sta-
tion 3 (generally points A to C) the pressure recovery is expected to
be identically the same with the rotor as without the rotor as shown in
figure 13. This is due to the fact that the throttle positions were
identical for both conditions and any loss introduced by the rotor must
be eliminated by the normal shock repositioning itself so that the choked
nozzle can discharge identical mass flows in either case.
One of the primary purposes of the experimental program was to ver-
ify that the loss in total pressure across the rotor was less than 1 per-
cent as predicted by the simplified analysis in the first part of this
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paper. Because the total-pressure distribution in_ediately downstream
of the rotor could no_ be measured because of the possibility of the
presence of the pressure probes choking the inlet, the rotor total-
pressure loss must be inferred from the pressure recovery measured at
station 3. This can be done only at peak pressure recovery since shock
movement at this point can no longer compensate for any rotor losses.
Since the peak pressure recovery occurred at the critical operating
point, this condition at 0° angle of attack most nearly duplicates the
assumption of supersonic distortion-free i_Lflow to the rotor. The pre-
diction of less than 1 percent loss in tot_l pressure across the rotor
is substantiated in figure 13(a) which shows no difference within experi-
mental accuracy between the total-pressure recovery measured with and
without the rotor at the peak-pressure-recovery point. The method of
determining rotor total-pressure loss might be rejected on the basis
that the pressure was measured about _ inches behind the rotor and,
therefore, the pressure recovery of the rotor is not actually known.
However, if the rotor produced any loss it was washed out by the increased
pressure recovery for the duct between the rotor and the measuring rakes
as a consequence of the more uniform flow produced by the rotor. Hence,
the net result of the effect of the rotor on the inlet would be the same,
that is, no pressure loss. This reasoning is strengthened by the fact
that at high angles of attack, where the distortion increased, results
at station 5 with the rotor show the same average total-pressure recov-
eries within experimental accuracy as were obtained _,hout the rotor.
Actually, the rotor losses would be expected to be higher in distorted
flow and increase with increasing distortion. In addition, the freely
rotating wheel cannot add any net energy t_ the flow. Therefore, the
fact that the maximum pressure recovery wa_ unaffected by the presence
of the rotor must be attributed to the lower duct losses between the
rotor exit plane and station 3.
The effect of the freely rotating rotor on the average total-
pressure recovery for the entire supersoni_ inlet (from the intake to
the simulated combustion chamber) can be observed in figure ll. At 0 °
and 4° angle of attack there is no measurable difference in the peak
values of inlet total-pressure recovery wlth and without the rotor.
However, at 6° and 8° angle of attack, increases of l½ and _2 percent,
respectively, in peak inlet pressure recovery were obtained with the
rotor. Since the average pressure recoveries measured at station 3 for
both angles of attack with and without the rotor were within 1 percent
of each other (figs. 13(c) and 13(d)), the increase in inlet pressure
recovery obtained with the freely rotating wheel must be attributed to
lower duct losses between station 3 and th_ simulated combustion chamber
as a consequence of the more uniform flow created by the rotor. Appar-
ently, placing the rotor at the cowl inlet rather than in the subsonic
flow field near the compressor face increases its total benefit because
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of the ability of the diffuser to more than make up any losses incurred
by the rotor.
Circumferential Mach number distortion.- The ability of a multi-
stage axial-flow compressor to operate in a distorted flow without
surging is primarily dependent upon the inlet velocity distortion rather
than upon total-pressure distortion. Since no attempt was made to meas-
ure the temperature behind the rotor, the actual velocity distribution
is not known. However, because the total-pressure rise or drop at any
position is small, the stagnation temperature distribution can be assumed
to be uniform. Therefore, for the measured range of Mach number at
station 3 the velocity distortion is approximately equal to the Mach
number distortion. To calculate the Mach number the radial static pres-
sure was assumed to be constant. The validity of this assumption is
shown by the results presented in reference 18 in which it was shown
that, for a similar inlet, small radial static-pressure variations exist
when the circumferential variations are small. In }the present investi-
gation the average circumferential cowl static-preSsure variation measured
at station 3 was 1.3 percent without the rotor and 0.9 percent with the
rotor.
The effect of the freely rotating rotor on the circumferential Mach
number distortion is presented in figures 14 and 15. The overall ability
of the freely rotating wheel to reduce the Mach number distortion can be
seen in figure 14 which is a plot of the circumferential Mach number dis-
tortion with the rotor as a function of the Mach number distortion with-
out the rotor at each radial measuring station as well as the average for
the annulus for all angles of attack and back pressures tested. At 0°
angle of attack the rotor had essentially no effect on the average Mach
number distortion of about 0.15 which was present without the rotor.
The circumferential Mach number distortion without the rotor increased
from about 0.4 to 1.3 as the angle of attack was increased from 4° to
8° . The freely rotating rotor reduced this distortion by approximately
25 percent.
In order to show the effect of inlet operating conditions on the
Mach number distortion with and without the freely rotating rotor, the
circumferential Mach number distortion is plotted in figure 15 as a
function of angle of attack and average total-pressure recovery at the
simulated combustion chamber. The conditions of increasing back pres-
sure are again labeled in alphabetical sequence. The circumferential
Mach number distortion decreased with increasing back pressure with and
without the rotor and a greater reduction of this distortion was obtained
with the rotor at the lower back pressures. These results are similar
to the results obtained for the total-pressure distortion and are expected
since in the absence of a static-pressure distortion, the total-pressure
distortion is, in effect, a velocity or Mach number distortion.
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Circumferential distribution of Mach number.- The circumferential
distribution of Mach number measured at s_ation 3 as a function of angle
of attack and back pressure is shown in figure 16. The same three oper-
ating conditions as given for the distributions of total-pressure ratio
in figure 13 were chosen and the ordinate scales are displaced for clar-
ity. Although the freely rotating rotor generally decreased the Mach
number level near the tip and increased the Mach number level near the
hub, it had practically no effect on the average Mach number levels for
all angles of attack and back pressures t_.sted. At the minimum back
pressure the average Mach number was 0.4 while at the two higher back
pressures the average Mach number was 0.3'_.
Radial distortion.- The effect of the freely rotating rotor on
radial inlet total-pressure distortion and on Mach number distortion as
functions of angle of attack and back pressure is presented in figures 17
and 18, respectively. Because measurements were made at only three
radial positions, these results cannot be considered conclusive but they
do show that the radial distortions were generally reduced by the rotor.
The radial total-pressure distortions (fig. 17) without the rotor were
no greater than i0 percent at any operatillg condition. For angles of
attack of 0° to 6° the greatest reduction in total-pressure distortion
occurs at minimum back pressure where the distortion level is highest.
On the other hand_ at 8° angle of attack the rotor is more effective in
reducing distortions at the higher back pressures. It is apparent that
the higher the initial radial total-pressure distortion (about 0.i), the
greater the reduction of distortion (about 0.3) due to the presence of
the rotor. For initial radial total-pres_ure distortions of 0.05 or
less, no effective changes are noted. The radial Mach number distortions
presented in figure 18 exhibit trends sim_Llar to those shown by the radial
total-pressure distortions. The maximum _'adial Mach number distortion
was about 0.4. Apparently, for this conical inlet the radial distortions
are significantly smaller than the circumJ'erential distortions.
Overall distortion.- The overall annllar total-pressure and Mach
number distortions at station 3 are presented in figure 19 in which the
distortion with the rotor is plotted as a function of the distortion
without the rotor for all operating conditions. The total-pressure dis-
tortion without the rotor increased from _bout O.1 to 0.4 as the angle
of attack increased to 8° (fig. 19(a)). qhe average reduction in the
annular distortion due to the rotor was a_out 30 percent. The initial
Mach number distortion (fig. 19(b)) varied! from about 0.4 to 1.4 over
the range of angle of attack. The rotor _educed this distortion an
average of 23 percent.
Rotor operation.- An indication of hew closely the rotor approached
its design operating condition can be determined from the measured rota-
tional speed. The flow field at the lead_ng edge of the rotor is not
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completely conical because the curvature of the faired portion of the
center body upstream of the rotor creates local acceleration of the flow
near the rotor hub. However 3 because the rotor with the inlet operating
at 0° angle of attack attained 99 percent of the design rotational speed,
the effect of the curvature on the rotor operation is apparently
negligible.
At 0° angle of attack the rotor tip speed of 595 ft/sec was constant
with increasing back pressure until the maximum back pressure was obtained
at which point inlet buzz occurred and the rotor tip speed decreased to
423 ft/sec. With increasing angle of attack, the rotor speed of minimum
back pressure decreased to 523 ft/sec at 8° angle of attack. The back
pressure at which the speed decreased was progressively lower with
increasing angle of attack and was considerably less than that necessary
to cause inlet buzz.
CONCLUSIONS
An investigation has been made on the use of a freely rotating
rotor at the cowl face of a supersonic conical diffuser to determine its
effectiveness in reducing inlet flow distortion and the penalty in terms
of total-pressure loss imposed by such a device when distortions are
negligible. Tests were made with a rotor having an inlet tip diameter
of 2.18 inches and a ratio of hub radius to tip radius of 0.52 in con-
junction with a conical inlet having a 25 ° semivertex cone angle at a
Mach number of 2.1 over an angle-of-attack range of 0° to 8° . The fol-
lowing conclusions are drawn:
i. An analysis in which simplified criteria and two-dimensional
linearized airfoil theory are used shows that a freely rotating rotor
with maximum solidity for noninterference between blades can be designed
to operate in an undistorted flow with a total-pressure loss of less
than i percent.
2. With the inlet operating at 0° angle of attack, the experimental
freely rotating rotor produced no measurable total-pressure loss. In
addition, at all higher angles of attack where increased rotor losses
may be expected, the total peak pressure recovery was the same within
experimental accuracy as that obtained without the rotor.
5. The rotor increased the peak total-pressure recovery at the sim-
ulated combustion chamber i_ and _ percent at 6° and 8° angle of attack,
respectively. This increase is attributed to lower diffusion duct losses
as a consequence of a more uniform flow created by the rotor.
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4. The Overall total-pressure distortions were reduced approximately
30 percent by the presence of the rotor for initial distortions of 0.i
to 0.4 caused by an angle-of-attack increase from 4° to 8° . For the
same range of angle of attack, the overall Mach number distortions were
reduced approximately 23 percent where the initial distortion ranged
from 0.4 to 1.4.
5. In a conical inlet the maximum radial total-pressure and Mach
number distortions of about O.1 and 0.4, respectively, are of minor
importance as compared with the maximum circumferential total-pressure
and Mach number distortions of about 0.3 and 1.3, respectively.
Langley Research Center_
National Aeronautics and Space AdminiEtration,
Langley Field, Va., March 5, 1959.
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APPENDIX A
EXIT MACH NUMBER AND TOTAL-PRESSURE RECOVERY
AS A FUNCTION OF AXIAL FORCE
In order to determine the exit flow conditions downstream of a
freely rotating rotor, a one-dimensional frictionless analysis is used
in which the rotor is replaced by an actuator disk across which the flow
properties are assumed to vary discontinuously. Attention is focused
on an elemental area between two concentric circular cylinders separated
a unit distance apart without regard to radial position. Because no
torque force can exist, the inlet and exit flow areas must be equal.
Therefore, the continuity equation can be written
plvm=  2v2
Since the only force existing in the plane of the actuator disk must be
axial, the equation for the conservation of momentum becomes
DIVI 2 - P2V2 2 = P2 - Pl + (Fa/A)
where
A flow area
Fa axial force on the disk, positive in direction of flow and equal
and opposite in direction to force reacting on disk
Through the use of the equation of state
p = pRT (A3)
and the equation for the speed of sound
a2 = (A4)
and the definition of Mach number
M = V/a (A5)
equation (A2) can be rewritten as
2O
P__2= MI2 + i F._Z 7PlA
_om equations (_), (as), (a4), _a (as)
The energy equation is
__2[ Pl Vl 2 __2[ P2 V2 2
7 -i PI 2 7 -lP 2 2
Using equations (A3), (A4), and (AS) with e,luation (A8) results in
q12 _
TI
2 + MI2
7 - i
Combining equations (A6), (A7), and (A9) gives
M 2/ 2 2 \ 2 2
7 7
Solving equation (AI0) for M2 yields
7 -i I (i + B _7 27(7 - 1)(B - l) -
72 - 1"7_IZ/2)]
where
B
( 12i 2+ 7 7PlA i
MI2( MI2 + 7 2)_ k
(A6)
(A7)
(A8)
(Ag)
(AiO)
(All)
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Defining an axial-force coefficient per unit area as
F a
CF = __
nTPlG
where nG= A for a unit span, gives
MI2 )2+ i _C FB= 7
The total-pressure recovery as a function of inlet and exit Mach
number can be determined as follows:
J\ A J
Substituting the isentropic-flow relationship between pressure ratio
and Mach number
7
--= + Mp
and equations (A7) and (A9) in equation (AI2) results in
__+i
--M-_-g-Pt,l +
\__T --_I
Equation (A13) may be evaluated through the use of tabulated functions
in reference 15 since
+ MI2J
A2 A2 Acr
AI Aer AI
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APPENDIXB
DERIVATIONOFEQUATIONSOFOPERATINGANGLEOFATTACK
ANDAXIAL-FORCECOEFFICIENT
The well-known linearized lift and dre_gcoefficients can be written
as
and
CL
I,,_i12 _ 1
62
* 2Cf + CD, o (B2)
where CD, o is a function of shape and thickness-chord ratio (ref. 15).
The relationship for the diamond profile is
CD,o : 4 (t/c)2 (B3)
-_-_) 2 - 1
Referring to figure i, it can be seen that _;he requirement that the tan-
gential force on the blade vanish at the equilibrium operating speed
yields the following Lift/Drag relationsh_i.p
CL/C D = -tan _ (BA)
Substituting equations (BI) and (B2) in equ_tion (B4) and solving for
the equilibrium angle of attack yields
180 (2Cf CI__= _ cot _ ± cot2_ - + - i (Bg)
where the positive value of the radical is used in order to obtain the
only physically stable operating value for s given cascade.
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Referring to figure i, the axial force per blade per unit span is
Fa - L sin _ - D cos _ (B6)
n
or the axial force per unit disk area is
Fa L sin _ D cos _ (B7)
nG G G
Since
L = 7P Ma2
2 cos28 CLc
c
C
and
CL
CD
equation (B7) can be written as
CF=
- -tan
2 cos3B
(B8)
or
CF =
2 sin3(_ - _)
(B8a)
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TABLE I
ORDINATES OF COWLING INNER SURFACE AND CENTER BODY
Cowling
X_ rc_
in. in.
0 1.094
.30 i. 162
.80 I. 275
i. 30 i. 365
1.80 1.430
2.3o 1.485
2.80 i. 530
3.30 I. 560
4.oo i.58o
-----
..... i 0
-r-I
-----
12.0 1.74
12.5 i. 76
13.0 i. 77
13.5 1.79
14.0 i. 81
14.5 1.82
15.0 1.84
2o. 5 2.01
47.0 2.01
47.5 1.75
54.5 I. 75
X 2
in,
0
.25
•50
•75
i.000
1.130
1.2Oi
1.399
I. 568
i. 737
i.885
1.951
1.981
2.531
3.031
3. 531
4.031
4.531
4.86O
5.OO
5.25
5.50
5.75
6.0
6.5
7.5
8.5
9.5
10.5
11.5
12.5
i5.5
14.5
Center body
r_
in.
With rotor
0
°
._4
•_4 _4
.527
.565
.616
.687
•756
.816
.83O
0.971
1.049
i. ill
i.16o
1.188
i. 187
1.183
i. 170
1.160
i. 148
i. i36
i. iii
1.o6o
i.o08
•956
.904
•85i
•799
•748
.696
Without rotor
0
.527
.584
.648
•712
.770
.818
.840
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